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The majority of structural diagnostic tools available to detect glaucoma are based on optic nerve head (ONH) evaluation and retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) analysis. Myopic individuals often have enlarged optic discs with oval configurations, optic disc tilt, and variable areas of peripapillary atrophy (3, 4) , which make them difficult to analyze, and initial changes may not be easily interpreted.
Spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) achieves a quantitative analysis of the RNFL, which has been found to correlate with the presence (5, 6) and severity (7) of glaucoma. However, RNFL changes in isolated high myopia have been described. Many researchers have concluded that average peripapillary RNFL thickness in myopic subjects shows a significant thinning compared to emmetropic eyes (8) . Due to these changes, current normative RNFL thickness analysis databases may be misleading for a correct diagnosis of glaucoma with varying degrees of myopia even when refractive errors are within the normative database range.
New software, such as the SD-OCT Glaucoma Premium Module Edition (GPME) with anatomic positioning system (APS), could be useful to study myopic subjects. This software measures neuroretinal rim tissue precisely using the
Introduction
Myopia is one of the most common ocular abnormalities worldwide. The prevalence of myopia in adults has been reported to be 22.7% and 26.2% in the Baltimore Eye Survey and the Beaver Dam Study, respectively (1, 2). It is a major cause of visual impairment in both developed and developing countries, mainly due to associated ophthalmologic complications, such as glaucoma.
To evaluate these patients, we add functional and structural tests to our clinical evaluation to support our diagnosis. minimum distance from Bruch membrane opening (BMO) to the internal limiting membrane (ILM). This rim measurement, termed BMO-minimum rim width (BMO-MRW), represents the most geometrically accurate measurement of the neuroretinal rim width (9, 10) and has been proven to significantly enhance the ability to detect glaucoma optic neuropathy compared to current SD-OCT analysis (9) .
As there is a variable relationship among the fovea, the path of the retinal nerve fiber bundles, and the ONH among individuals (11), the specific anatomy of each individual ONH and its relative orientation to the fovea should be taken into account in the evaluation of the neuroretinal rim and peripapillary RNFL thickness. The APS creates an axis from the fovea to the center of the BMO and places the examination circle around the optic disc according to this axis. Regional estimates of the neuroretinal rim and the peripapillary nerve layer thickness will be anatomically correct and comparable among individuals.
The aim of this study was to evaluate and compare RNFL and BMO-MRW analysis with SD-OCT APS software in healthy low/nonmyopic and moderately myopic eyes.
Methods
This study was conducted in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the institutional review board of the Hospital Clinico San Carlos of Madrid. After a discussion of the nature and purpose of the study, written informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Participants
Healthy subjects with sphere between +6 and -6 D were invited to participate. All participants had to meet the following inclusion criteria: age 18-50 years, Caucasian, no history of neurologic diseases or ocular surgery, astigmatism <2 D, and no family history of glaucoma in a first-degree relative.
Eligible participants underwent an ophthalmic examination to confirm the lack of ocular pathology, which included Snellen visual acuity, subjective refraction, intraocular pressure (IOP) measurement by applanation tonometry, slit-lamp biomicroscopy with +90 D lens to assess ONH, and visual field testing using the Humphrey Visual Field Analyzer implementing a Swedish Interactive Threshold Algorithm Standard strategy (Carl Zeiss Meditec). If fixation losses were greater than 20% or false-positive or false-negative rates were greater than 15%, the test was repeated.
A normal standard automated perimetry result was defined as visual field indices (mean deviation and pattern SD) within 95% confidence limits, with fewer than 3 nonedge contiguous points within the same hemifield identified as significant (p<0.05) in the pattern deviation plot, and glaucomatous hemifield test results within normal limits.
Exclusion criteria included concomitant ocular diseases, IOP >21 mm Hg, ONH with glaucomatous changes (i.e., increased cup-disc ratio, narrowing of the neuroretinal rim) or large peripapillary atrophic areas that could cause artifacts in RNFL measurements, an abnormal visual field, and nontransparent ocular media. If both eyes were eligible, the right eye was selected. Subjects fulfilling inclusion and exclusion criteria in at least one eye were divided into 2 groups: subjects with less than -3 D, low/nonmyopic, G0; and subjects from -3 to -6 D, moderate myopia, G1.
Imaging
All enrolled subjects had their study eye imaged with SD-OCT with the new GPME provided by Spectralis 6.0c version (Heidelberg Engineering GmbH). Two experienced operators performed all scans (J.M.M.-d.l.C., M.S.-I.). All captured images had a signal quality equal to or greater than 20 dB. Subjects were examined with GPME software that includes APS. The examination ring is automatically placed using 2 fixed anatomical landmarks: the center of the fovea and the center of the BMO. It then creates a fovea-BMO center axis. This axis keeps constant in subsequent scans and grants accurate sectors for data analysis.
The ONH rim analysis is examined using a radially equidistant scanning pattern centered on the OD (24 high-resolution 15° radial scans, each averaged from 30 B scans, with 1,536 A scans per B scan).
The GPME for ONH rim analysis delineates BMO and ILM automatically, and is then hand corrected if necessary. Neuroretinal rim assessment is performed from the BMO to the nearest point on the ILM (10, 12) . This shortest distance measurement is referred to as BMO-MRW. This parameter quantifies neuroretinal rim tissue perpendicular to the orientation of the axons and therefore takes into account the varying trajectory of nerve fibers entering the ONH at all points of measurement (13, 14) . There is a normative database that determines the probability of each examination being within age normal range. The overall mean BMO-MRW and sectorial measurements (μm) and number of sectors within normal limits and number of pathologic sectors (borderline and outside limits) were recorded.
Circular scans using RNFL GPME were also carried out: RNFL thickness measures around the disc in a circular 3.5 mm, 4.1 mm, and 4.7 mm diameter, but only 3.5 mm diameter results (global and sectorial) were recorded and analyzed. The RNFL thickness (from the inner margin of the ILM to the outer margin of the RNFL layer) was automatically segmented using the Spectralis device software using APS system to position the examining circle scan.
Parameters including global RNFL thickness and mean RNFL thickness for each quadrant are generated automatically in the analysis report of Spectralis OCT and global thickness recorded for 3.5 mm diameter circle. The number of sectors within normal limits and pathologic (borderline and outside normal limits) were noted for each subject in addition to the global determination.
Statistics
Mean RNFL thickness and rim width were compared between G0 and G1 using Student t-test for independent samples. False-positive rates were calculated for each of the analysis protocols. A false-positive result was considered if according to the normative database the analysis was classified as borderline or outside normal limits.
To detect a difference of at least 10 μm in the RNFL thickness between groups, and assuming an SD of 11.3 μm (15), for a statistical power of 80% and a significance level of 5% at least 21 patients in each group had to be included (MedCalc version 12.7 software). All other statistical tests were performed using SPSS version 21 (SPSS, Inc.) and significance was set at p≤0.05.
Results
Of 72 subjects who agreed to participate in the study, 6 were excluded because of refractive errors of more than -6 D and 1 was additionally excluded because of strabismus surgery history. The final sample consisted of 65 eyes of 65 subjects; 37 subjects had spherical refractive error in the range from -3 to -6 D (moderate myopia, G1) and 28 from +2 to -3 D (low/nonmyopic, G0). Mean (±SD) age was similar in both groups: 30.2 ± 9.3 years for G0 and 29.9 ± 7.1 years for G1 (p = 0.903, Student t-test) and 60% were female. Mean (±SD) spherical equivalent was -0.5 ± 0.3D (-1.25 to 0 D) for G0 and -3.9 ± 0.3 D (-6.00 to -3 D) for G1 (p<0.001, Student t-test).
Average RNFL thickness was significantly different between groups: G0 102.2 ± 7.3 μm vs G1 97.5 ± 8.2 μm (p = 0.018, Student t-test). No statistical differences were found when comparing average BMO-MRW measurements: G0 366.5 ± 48.9 μm vs G1 379 ± 53.8 μm (p = 0.331, Student t-test).
The sectors comparison (BMO-MRW and RNFL) between groups is shown in Table I .
The analysis of number of pathologic sectors per subject was statistically lower in G1 with BMO-MRW (0.2 ± 0.6) compared to RNFL analysis (0.7 ± 1.1) (p = 0.023, Student t-test).
Discussion
In this study, we compared RNFL thickness and rim analysis using the GPME software from SD-OCT between healthy low/non myopic and moderate myopic eyes. Differences were found in the average peripapillary RNFL layer thickness, using APS, between low/nonmyopia and moderate myopia; however, none was found when comparing rim-based parameters.
The study of myopic ONH with OCT is a real challenge in many cases. Diagnosis of optic neuropathies using instruments is commonly made by referencing normative data with the diagnostic classification (within normal limits, borderline, outside normal limits) provided in the automated analysis printout. Different studies evidence that interpretation of RNLF data obtained with SD-OCT on moderate to highly myopic individuals should be done carefully (16) . Vernon et al (17) compared peripapillary RNFL thickness in nonglaucomatous Caucasians with high myopia with the normative population database of Stratus OCT. The RNFL thickness was lower for myopic eyes in all segments. Rauscher et al (16) and Leung et al (18) also found an overall decrease in RNFL thickness measurements in moderate/high myopic eyes (16) . However, Kang et al (19) corrected RNFL thickness for ocular magnification and found no correlation of average RNFL thickness and spherical equivalent, suggesting that in young individuals myopic eyes do not have fewer ganglion cells than nonmyopic eyes. We found lower values in RNFL thickness measurements even using APS in the global and sectorial analysis of moderately myopic individuals compared with low/no myopia; these were significantly lower in the global and Nasal Superior (NS) sector. This agrees with those studies that show that myopic individuals show a thinner RNFL layer when studied with SD-OCT (18) (19) (20) (21) . Due to this, healthy myopic subjects are frequently classified as abnormal when compared with the normative database. This may be explained by the fact that the normative database is not adjusted for axial length or refractive error. Our results show no differences in thickness between groups when comparing the rim-based parameter BMO-MRW. Moreover, in moderate myopia, BMO-MRW results, both in the global and sectorial analysis, shows fewer false-positive results when classifying healthy moderately myopic eyes than RNFL thickness analysis ( Figs. 1 and 2) . Also, the average number of pathologic sectors per subject in each group is significantly less with rim analysis. These results are in agreement with those studies that evidence that rim analysis using BMO-based distances may be useful and precise to study optic discs. Chauhan et al (9, 14) and Reis et al (20) introduced BMO parameters. They concluded that if BMO parameters are not used in the study of the neuroretinal rim in glaucoma patients, analysis might be anatomically incorrect or at least based on an inaccurate fundament, since the often used clinically visible disc margin does not necessarily represent the true anatomic border of the neuroretinal rim. According to Chauhan et al (21) , SD-OCT-based RNFL thickness measurements are made approximately perpendicular to the ILM and are therefore geometrically accurate in a manner that is similar to BMO-MRW, but their results also show a difference between them. One of the reasons they discuss is that there is imprecision of the spatial correlation between the points of measurement in the peripapillary retina and the ONH.
Muth and Hirneiß (22) studied structure-function relationship between BMO-based ONH parameters and visual field defects in glaucoma and concluded that BMO-based parameters are the most reasonable approach to study structural measurements in glaucoma patients. They studied, among others, BMO-MRW, which is supposed to be the most accurate thickness measurement of the neuroretinal rim. These data confirm the importance of precise anatomic measurements when studying the ONH. There are no published studies evaluating rim analysis diagnostic specificity using BMO-based parameters in healthy subjects or the use of these parameters in myopic subjects. Our study evidences how the analysis of BMO-MRW is also useful when classifying healthy moderately myopic eyes.
It seems clear that normative databases should be modified and include a larger range of refractive conditions and there is a need of refining the normal ranges for diagnostic instruments. The study of rim parameters such as BMO-MRW could be useful to classify moderately myopic eyes and reduce false-positive results compared with RNFL analysis.
In summary, an abnormal finding in the global RNFL thickness in moderately myopic eyes should be treated with caution because it may offer inaccurate global RNFL thickness results and it often provides high false-positive outcomes in this subpopulation. According to our results, rim analysis could be useful and provides greater accuracy in the study of moderately myopic eyes.
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